Cushion the impact on vehicles and parking structure columns.

Park Sentry® protects your business.

Ideal for square or round columns
The only effective cushioning column protector on the market
Absorbs impact and returns to shape again and again

Park Sentry® Protects Your Business

SENTRY PROTECTION PRODUCTS
WWW.SENTRYPRO.COM
Park Sentry®
Specifically engineered to protect vehicles and garage columns

Superior material protects vehicles and columns

- Made of ARPRO®, a high-tech material specifically engineered to absorb impact
- Modular design: pieces interlock to surround square and round columns
- Thin design virtually adds space to parking structures – vehicles can now park closer to columns
- Won’t scratch automotive paint finishes
- Oil, chemical, water and flame resistant and 100% recyclable

Park Sentry® Square

- Flat panel and corner system fits virtually any square or rectangular column
- Default size fits 24” x 24”/61cm x 61cm column
- Interlocks at corners for edge to edge protection
- Specially designed flat panels give progressive resistance, offering soft protection for slight bumps and more resistance for harder collisions
- Extra thickness at corners resists damage at most vulnerable spots
- Cuts easily to fit around polls, pipes and curbs

Park Sentry® Square kit includes:
planks, corners, key-locks and straps
Reduces maintenance, improves appearance

- Hides damaged columns and walls without expensive paint job
- Seamless design modernizes the look of any garage
- Available in 2 standard colors: black & yellow. Custom colors available upon request
- Installs in minutes

Park Sentry® Round

- Corrugated design wraps around virtually any round/curved surface
- 26mm/1” cutting guides provide for customized precise fit regardless of column size or shape
- Use single layer protection for low-impact, scratch resistance. Multiple layers can be added to enhance protection as desired
- Integrated tab and slot aligns and connects panels even after cutting and links multiple panels.

Park Sentry® Round kit includes:
panels and straps
Product Details

- Wall system panels are made of ARPRO® - the same high performance material used in automobile bumper systems.
- Easy to install. Adheres to the space using pre-mounted wall clips.
- Panels are approximately 40” tall and 28” wide with cutting guides allow for error free downsizing.
- Extensions are available to fit larger areas, making the Park Sentry Wall System adjusts to fit virtually any size wall
- Available in two standard colors – yellow and black. Can be mixed to create a color combination that increases visibility. Custom colors are available by request
- Oil, chemical and water resistant. Can be made flame retardant.
- 100% recyclable materials.

Park Sentry® Wall System

The Park Sentry Wall System provides a tough layer of protection to walls vulnerable to vehicle collision damage. Easy to install, the wall system adheres to the space using pre-mounted wall clips. Park Sentry products combine the scratch resistant properties of surface protectors with energy absorbing materials to form a comprehensive damage reduction system.

All Park Sentry product are now available for purchase online.
www.parksentry.com
Easy installation

- Only simple hand-cutting tools required
- Modular pieces interlock using integrated tab-slot or key-lock system
- Belt recesses make installation secure and tight
- Cutting guides allow vertical and horizontal customization with simple cutting tools
- Can be mechanically attached to walls for added security
- Replacement pieces can be attached without replacing the entire structure